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The Rode NT4 dual-capsule stereo microphone.

Rode NT4 & NT5

pros
High-quality, neutral

sound.

Good build quality.

Sensibly priced.

cons
No high-pass switches.

summary
Both the NT4 and NT5

are capable of producing

first-class results in a

number of different

recording situations. The

stereo NT4 will be of

particular interest to

those who need a

location recording mic

that can run from battery

power.

The Rode NT5 matched microphone pair for stereo recording.
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RODE NT4 & NT5

Condenser Microphones For Stereo Recording

Reviews : Microphone

 

Do you prefer doing stereo recordings with two separate

mics or with one dual-capsule mic? With their NT4 and NT5

models, Rode cater for both techniques.

Paul White

It's probably still true that the most popular way of miking in stereo is to use a coincident

pair of cardioid mics, though setting up the mics in a stable fashion usually involves

specialist mounting bars or other hardware. Rode have provided an alternative in the NT4,

a dedicated stereo microphone comprising two cardioid heads mounted at the end of a

single body and fixed in close proximity to each other with a 90 degree angle between the

capsules. Both 48V phantom power and 9V battery power can be used, which is great

news for anyone looking for a mic able to handle location recording — the bottom half of

the satin nickel body unscrews to accommodate a standard PP3 9V battery. To reduce wind

noise, a foam guard is supplied that is designed to fit over both heads, and two special XLR

cables are included: a short cable with a five-pin connector at the mic end and a pair of

regular three-pin XLRs at the other, plus a second longer cable terminating in a stereo

mini-jack. A slide switch on the mic turns the mic on or off and a red LED indicates when the mic is running from battery power. There are no pad

or roll-off switches.

Where the flexibility of two separate mics is preferred, the NT5 offers essentially the same technical specification

(with the exception of 9V battery operation) in a pencil mic format. These are supplied as a matched pair, with

foam wind shields. Though the NT5 can't work from battery, it can operate on phantom power voltages down to

18V without compromise and even lower at the expense of some sensitivity and headroom. Both the NT4 and

NT5 come in rigid, foam-lined plastic cases with mounting clips. I couldn't fault the build quality of the mics, both

of which feature impressively machined metalwork finished to a very high standard.

Both the NT4 and NT5 are based around similarly specified half-inch, gold-sputtered cardioid capsules and JFET

transformerless preamps, where the NT4 employs some surface-mount technology to save on space. Both use

bipolar transistor output buffers in place of transformers, which generally results in greater high-frequency

extension compared to transformer designs. The nominal response is 20Hz to 20kHz (though the bass extension

continues well below 20Hz) and is largely free from significant peaks or dips, though the response of the NT4 is

slightly less flat above 10kHz, almost certainly because of the acoustic interaction between the two closely

spaced capsules and the main mic body. Sensitivity is 38dB (1V/Pa reference), which is roughly equivalent to

12mV/Pa. This is a respectable figure, and not atypical for mics based on this type of capsule. Similarly, the

equivalent input noise is better than 16dBA, which puts it on the right side of the norm (the signal-to-noise ratio

comes out at 78dB), and the dynamic range is a generous 128dB or better. Maximum SPL is quoted as 143dB,

so there should be no worries about the lack of a pad switch.

Performance

As predicted, both the NT4 and the NT5 sound

subjectively identical when a pair of NT5s are used

coincidently, and the overall impression is of effortless

neutrality. However, because the microphones don't

feature low-end roll-off, the use of shockmounts might be

wise, as the bass extension available is considerable.

Bright, complex sounds such as small bells were handled

well, with no obvious intermodulation distortion, while

acoustic guitars came over with plenty of depth and detail. Noise was never evident and, in

the case of the NT4, the stereo imaging produced by the coincident arrangement tied up

nicely with that of the sound sources I'd been using.

Given that these are not unduly expensive microphones in the UK, both models turn in an

extremely good performance and are versatile enough to use in a number of recording

situations. The NT4 makes stereo miking very convenient and its ability to run from battery

power makes it an obvious companion for portable DAT or Minidisc recorders where

phantom power is not available. There's also adequate sensitivity, which means noise shouldn't be a problem even when working with the rather

less than optimum mic preamps found on budget portable recorders. Which of these mics you choose depends on how much stereo recording you

do. Both options will produce fine results in stereo, but clearly the NT4 avoids having to get the relative positions of the two mics right. On the other

hand, the NT5s can be used as a pair of mono mics, which the NT4 can't, and you can also change the angle between them. 
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RØDE has answered the call for a high-quality, midpriced stereo microphone with the introduction of the
NT4 ($899). The NT4 features a pair of small-diaphragm cardioid condenser capsules permanently set in a
90° X/Y configuration; the capsules have gold-sputtered, "-inch diaphragms, and you can power the mic
from 12-volt, 24V and 48V phantom power, or from a 9V battery.

My first thought when I saw the NT4 was that it would be perfect for location recording. Evidently, RØDE
was thinking the same way: Besides a sturdy mic clip and foam wind screen, the NT4 comes with two cables
that interface with the mic's 5-pin connector: One o#ers a pair of XLR cables (conveniently marked L and R)
and the other has a single $-inch plug, which is perfect for plugging into a MiniDisc or portable DAT
recorder. In addition, RØDE thoughtfully included a rugged, lightweight, plastic foam-lined case.

I use stereo microphones when convenience and portability are important. However, I prefer to use a pair of
mics for stereo work so that I can adjust the spacing to meet the demands of the recording situation. I
admit that, at first, it was challenging to look at the capsules and not be able to futz with them. But that's
the way it is with stereo mics in this price range. Other than the on/o# switch and a light that indicates
battery status, the NT4 does not o#er any other features — a model of simplicity.

The capsules of the NT4 I tested were well-matched. Their frequency response includes a slight bump of
nearly 2.5 dB in the area of 120 to 190 Hz, and between 5 and 7.5 kHz. Then it bumps up 2.5 dB around 11
kHz before dropping 7.5 dB as it reaches 20 kHz. Frightening as that looks in print, the NT4's sound is very
good. It had a darker sound than other small-diaphragm condensers to which I compared it (mics from
AKG, Neumann and Oktava) but not unpleasantly so. The NT4 handles loud sounds very well, and is rated
with a maximum SPL of 143 dB. And with a dynamic range of 128 dB and self-noise at less than 16 dBA, it's
in line with the small-diaphragm mics I favor.

HOME AND AWAY

I took the NT4 on a number of location dates where space and setup time were limited. The first gig
required me to document several rehearsals and a performance of a musical theater work. The show
featured a male lead, a nine-voice female chorus and a 10-piece instrumental group situated near the
wings, stage right.

The first thing I noticed was the NT4's wide stereo spread, which helped capture the singers when they
moved to the far sides of the stage. I also noticed how sensitive the NT4 is to position. At one point, the
weight of the special XLR cable pulled the back of the mic down and raised the capsules a few degrees. This
changed the timbre substantially and led to this discovery: Although the angle of the capsules is fixed, you
can change the sound of the NT4 by rotating them (so that one capsule is slightly above the other), and not
just by changing proximity and direction, as you would with other mics. I was able to hone in on just the
right position, allowing me to get the best blend of voices and instruments.

The next assignment required me to come up with bits of audio verité for an English radio documentary. For
this, I required a portable recording rig. The convenience and sound quality the NT4 provided were perfect
for the job. To keep things light, I powered the mic using the 9V battery and recorded direct to CD-R. As
you might suspect, the mic was a bit noisier when powered by battery.
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Nonetheless, I was very satisfied with the results. The foreground sources (voices, a piano, an espresso
machine) sounded rich and natural, while the background details in each environment (the radio in a back
room and the ice-cream truck that chose just the right moment to cross the stereo field) were tucked nicely
behind.

In the studio, paired with my Langevin Dual Vocal Combo or the Focusrite preamps in my Digidesign Digi
001, the NT4 gave me smooth and natural recordings of a mandolin, octave guitar and upright piano.
Aiming the mic slightly above or below the source further darkened the sound in a nice way and came in
very handy while I was recording a Gibson M6 mandolin-shaped octave guitar. The real mandolin, on the
other hand, didn't have as much high-frequency zing. By pointing the NT4 directly at the body from a
distance of about two feet, I got the instrument's warmth and captured a nice mix of the room, which had
hardwood surfaces. To get the best stereo image of the piano with maximum room ambience, I backed the
microphone even farther into the room.

In contrast, I couldn't resist the temptation to boost the highs slightly on metallic percussion sources. But
when I recorded a live concert of a five-piece jazz group, which included a drummer with plenty of cymbals,
the NT4 gave the recording a somewhat mellow quality. The unhyped high end fit the material well, without
sacrificing definition.

For well under a grand, the RØDE NT4 is a stereo mic that travels easily, can be powered from a battery and
sounds like it costs nearly twice as much. Anyone seriously into stereo recording should give the NT4 a
listen.

RØDE Microphones, Box 3279, Torrance, CA 90510-3279; 877/328-7456; fax 310/328-7180;
www.rodemic.com.

When she's not recording in the great outdoors, Laura Pallanck spends her time in the San Francisco

Bay Area.
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Summary

Price New Rode NT-5 @ Musician's Friend

Manufacturer URL http://www.rode.com.au/

Overall Rating 9.2 (11 responses)

Submit a review for this product!
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Product: Rode NT-5
Price Paid: UNKNOWN
Submitted 01/10/2009 at 10:41am by db9091

Reviewer Background :

Been recording and "upping" for 20 years or so. (more if you
include a tape recorder as a teenager ;)
Got 24 digital recording (Akai DPS24), waves and uad
plugins for mixing and mastering on PC. LA610 preamp plus
the DAW preamps and some nice low end pro mics (Akg 414
XLS, Neumann TLM103)
I recorded those two mics, plus a Shure SM57 and my
internal iMix from Baggs (an iBeam and Element)
Remember, I didn't use pro preamps for all mics, but I don't
have high end monitors either. I have Yamaha HS50M and
Sen. HD280 pro headphones.
I got these mics for acoustic recording primarily.

Overall Rating : 9
I rate this a 9 because it's a very good stereo pair, but isn't "realistic" only by themselves. They do a great
job cutting through the mix. I prefer having with them a 1 inch moving coil to give a bit of low end (but I
don't like 1 inch by themselves, too boomy) and the internal pickup if you have them in the mix just
enough to hear some finger noises, add realism, and really open up the presence of the sound.

Others to check out in this ranger are Shure SM81 and Octavia 012. High end are Neumann KM184
which for all I know sound fine by themselves.

I'm quite happy with the price and they are exactly what I expected 1/2 inch moving coils to sound like.
Before this I had an AKG C1000S.

If and when I up, I'll up to the Neumann's. But this serves me just fine now, no complaints. Clear, low
noise, superb stereo capture, and the rest (mic placement, EQ at mixing) is up to you and effects the
sound more than the type of 1/2 inch IMO.

Product: Rode NT-5
Price Paid: 300
Submitted 12/17/2007 at 04:29pm by Manuel Soares

Email: mnl_soares at yahoo<dot>com

Reviewer Background :

Active musician for around 15 years, recording for far less. I record into a Mac based DAW through an
NRV-10.
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Overall Rating : 8
Have been using the NT5 pair to record choirs, orchestras and both. Depending on the ensemble (size
and tipology), I usem them as an XY pair or ORTF.

They have an honest sound, seem very well built but, contrary to everyone's say, I find them (just) a little
bit bright. Probably because I also have MK012s...

Quite rugged, very well accomodated in a hard plastic case, low noise. Wondering about the omni
capsules, but their frequency response seems too hyped on the higher end and price!

Would buy them again, or probably the NT55.

Product: Rode NT-5
Price Paid: EUR 349
Submitted 08/02/2007 at 11:41am by DeLerch

Reviewer Background :

I do recordings since almost5 twenty years. From the very start with
a Fostex X-15 until a little recording studio in Berlin Neukoelln today.
Been recording rock'n roll, blues and hardrock.

Overall Rating : 9
Like someone else already said, they're quit close to Neumann KM 184
but a little less (super-)bright and a bit 'middier'.
Beside the comparision to the reference Neumanns (I think it's OK to
rate Neumanns as reference, whatever they glue together it really kicks ass!) I would say the NT5's are
worth every Euro I paid for them.
(??? 349,-) I use them for drum overheads, it seems they're made fpr that:
Beautyful cymbals, smooth HiHat, realistic snare and even deep floor toms. Useful for a 4 Mic drum
setup. I don't miss any lo cut or -10 dB
switch because I think the NT5's are made for distant recording issues
like overheads and XY. Accoustic Guitar also sounds well.

Product: Rode NT-5
Price Paid: UNKNOWN
Submitted 03/19/2007 at 07:05pm by Bill Ruys

Email: bill dot ruys<at>siliconaudio dot co dot nz

Reviewer Background :

Been recording for several years in my home studio. I also play drums and have a passion for capturing
great drum recordings.

Overall Rating : 8
As already covered in the other reviews, these mics are cardioid condensers. They have no pad or
high-pass switches. The finish on these mics is great - a big step up from some of the chinese made
mics. They seem impervious to oxidisation which can quickly make some mics look bad.

I've owned my pair of NT5's for a couple of years now and have had the chance to compare them to
other mics. I have found the NT5's to be the right balance for drum overhead duties. They don't extend
quite as low as LDC mics, but they sound very nice on cymbals and do go low enough for a 3 or 4 mic
drum recording set up. The NT5's just sound right. They are not in the least bit harsh on cymbals, but
possess enough clean high frequency response to do expensive cymbals justice. Snare sounds are true
and articulate. The mics pick up nuances that give the listener a sense of space.

Despite the fact that the mics have no pad, they cope with the SPL generated from a drum kit without any
hint of overload or distortion. Yet on quiet sourses, the mics seem very quiet with extremely low
self-noise.

Rode have got it right with the NT5's, they sound fantastic. They are keepers that I will hold onto for
years to come.

Product: Rode NT-5
Price Paid: UNKNOWN
Submitted 09/21/2006 at 07:47pm by Jaguar Dreams

Reviewer Background :

Enthusiast recording engineer for 8 years..many long hours recording and mixing bands. Currently
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recording to PC w Sonar. KRK monitors.

Overall Rating : 10
These are an amazing value. They truly excel as drum overheads. Great clarity and detail, perfect for
rock drums. Combined with an Audix D6 on kick, SM57s above and below the snare and you should get
a great sound. Would reccomend running them through a preamp with a tube flavor.

I have used many other drum overhead mics and these are true winnners. One piece of gear I will never
sell. With all respect to the previous reviewer, if the drum sound he got was harsh, then the culprit is the
room, kit, or incorrect preamps.

Product: Rode NT-5
Price Paid: USD 289
Submitted 08/12/2006 at 08:57am by Brian Spragg

Email: singlewithcheese02 at yahoo<dot>com

Reviewer Background :

I've maybe been doing my own recordings since October 2004 and going straight through an analog
board into an Alesis HD24. I put all my recordings onto my iMac and mix in Tracktion 2.

Overall Rating : 9
The NT5's come in a stereo pair for micing drums, BUT I think they're very bright and make drums sound
very harsh. They do work excellent on most acoustic instruments (I've used them for ac. guitar,
vibraphone, and upright bass, and recently used on a snare). This band's snare I had recorded was very
dull sounding with the attack, but had good decay, so I took off the SM57 and put down an NT5 and man!
The snare was so punchy and clear and it cut right through the mix. It just had that in your face thwack
like the snare is directly in front of you. I recommend this mic to people but don't try it on drums. I'm glad
have 2 M Audio Solaris' to do my drum overheads now.

Product: Rode NT-5
Price Paid: US $250 used
Submitted 03/14/2006 at 07:24am by Sami

Reviewer Background :

I home-record music since 1992... I've recorded more than 40 rock/punk bands... I use ADAT and DAW
for recording and Tannoy Reveal for mixing/listening

Overall Rating : 10
I mainly use the mics for overheads in the drums... I test the placement when I record... and this little
mics sounds cool in nearly any position jeje

I choose Rode NT5 for the price... but if I would have to pay the nearly 400$ that cost new, I would buy
them again... they worths every penny to 400$

I used MXL and Samsons for overheads during years... but these little mics are completely different.... I
always thought that Samsons C01 were great for the price... but... hell... Rode NT5 are EXTREMELY
great for the price.... I even gave the C01s to a friend jeje

The only dissapointing thing is that the nickel cover of the mics go very dirty and ugly with the time

Product: Rode NT-5
Price Paid: US $350.00
Submitted 11/11/2005 at 11:01pm by John

Reviewer Background :

Recording punk/indie/whatever forever.

Setup is this: Neotek Series I console into Pro Tools. Numerous outboard effects/dynamics etc. My studio
does not contain any Mackie, Behringer or any other consumer stuff.

Monitoring through JBL nearfields.

Overall Rating : 8
Cardiod pattern SDC. I use them for o/h on drums and ac guitar. These mics are simple to use and sound
very good. No hyped top end.
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Product: Rode NT-5
Price Paid: n/a
Submitted 11/08/2005 at 06:28pm by Aaron Kassler

Reviewer Background :

Making music: Now for 5 years

Recording Exp: Been at it regularly for the past year and a half and love it

Recording Type: Digital/PC interface 96k/24bit, Cubase and N-Track Studio Digital Editing

Primary Listening Equip: Altec Lansing Speaker/Subwoofer set for PC, headphones

Overall Rating : 10
NT-5 small diaphragm condenser mics, cardoid pattern, comes as a consecutive serial number pair.

Use mics on drum overheads, distance amp mic'ing, choir (not yet but will), movie on set mic'ing, always
mic in stereo AB (haven't tried XY yet)

I used the NT5's in the past and I liked their response and clarity.
I chose them because I wanted more mics for a set to record drums and I thought they would do the job.
Actually, I bought them from RMC audio ( http://www.rmcaudio.com/ ), who helped reassure me that they
were the right mics for my needs. They have sweet customer service and get my thumbs up.

Fav aspects: good atmosphere mic'ing. Crack the gain up and you hear EVERYTHING around them.
They don't even recommend you do that, because they start picking up at the push of phantom power.
They are clear and honest.

They don't seem to handle SPL well. Wouldn't recommend them for vocals really for that reason. Seems
that it's a matter of ploisives really ("B" and "P" vocal sounds that make the diaphragm go *ouch*). They
might be ok for vocals with a pop filter, but I haven't tried it. I use them for distance mic'ing personally... I
think they make a drum set sound banging (really good). They grab the sounds of the whole kit. Just
watch for phase problems as always :)

I recommend these mic's. For distance mic'ing with honesty and clarity these guys get my pick. Watch
that SPL though. :) For closer mic'ing I will always prefer my large diaphrams/tight dynamic mics. They
capture those details up close.

Product: Rode NT-5
Price Paid: US $349.00
Submitted 01/27/2005 at 12:09pm by Anonymous

Reviewer Background :

I'm a project studio owner/engineer with about 18 years experience. I strated with a portastudio and
currently record to Roland VS1880 & VS2480 units as well as Protools, and Cubase on a DAW. I'm
monitoring on a 2.1 setup using Event PS6's w/ a subwoofer.

Overall Rating : 10
The Rode NT5 is a matched pair of sm. diaphram condenser mics (SDC). I purchased them after reading
some reviews. I also have regularly used other SDC's, such as Neumann KM184's, and Oktavas. The
NT5's are smooth. They have very good low end response for a SDC. For the price, they are an excellent
value. Very full sounding, not overly bright and smooth. I have used them in a stereo XY config to record
a rehearsal and they performed very well. I have used them for drum overheads and they work well. I
have also tried them on ac. guitar and the work well. Close to the Neumann sound, but not as bright. Very
detailed. Highly recommended.

Product: Rode NT-5
Price Paid: US $250
Submitted 02/09/2004 at 08:17pm by Anonymous

Reviewer Background :

I've been recording demos and DIY albums for 10 years. I've used the Rode NT5's for live recordings of
my band, as well as an acoustic solo album. For both applications I plugged the mics directly into a
Marantz CDR300 CD burner. I listen to the recordings through mid-range Audio Technica headphones,
and mix through a high-end stereo system.

Overall Rating : 10
These are matched condensor mics. In a live applications I've used different placements to varying
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effects. Sometimes they've sounded decent, and sometimes they've sounded amazing, so the difference
was probably due to my placement.
Where these mics really shined was on an acoustic album I did where I played live with one mic on the
guitar and one mic on my voice. Despite these mics not being made for vocals, I got a big beautiful sound
on both the guitar and the vocals. I experimented with different placements, and they all sounded good.
These mics are very versitile and clean. The reviews say that there's a slight roll-off on the highs, but I
found them to be plenty sparkly, and the overall sound to be well rounded. I think these are good,
jack-of-all trade mics. I recommend these mics highly for anyone who needs a cheap pair of matched
condensors for multiple applications.
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